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Purple is usually the first choice when girls choose their cocktail party dresses. It is the cool color
that flatters many complexions from light fair skin to dark skin tone, and the color helps to create a
classic and elegant look. Girls will quite beautiful and graceful when they choose purple as the main
color.

There are many shapes of purple, including lilac, lavender and deep purple. You can find that there
are many styles of cocktail gowns in purple on the market. If you are the big fan of purple, do not
miss any chance to show your beauty with purple cocktail skirts. But it is not enough to draw
peopleâ€™s attention by choosing the ideal purple skirt. Accessories and make-up are very important,
too. Dress beautifully to leave a lasting impression to others.

Although there many styles of purple cocktail dresses for you to choose, there is always a style that
is just right for you no matter what your body shape is. Then how do you find this one among so
many styles? The key point is to choose the one that can highlight your best feature and accentuate
your pleasing side. For example, if you want to show off your beautiful legs, then you can choose
short cocktail dress that is just above the knees. Meantime, it is better to opt for the style that can
cover the problem part. Purple is the color that can enhance your beauty without adding some other
embellishments, so just assured to choose the skirts in purple.

Just as what I have said above, accessories are very important, especially when you choose purple,
the color that needs simple and subtle accessories to match with, particularly the little purple
cocktail gowns. Maybe black jewelry is the good idea with a pair of high heels. Or you may choose
some bold and light colors to complement your beauty and elegance. As purple is a cool color, it is
better to choose warm colored accessories, which can match with the cool color well.

Another thing you should consider is the make-up. For romantic side, your make-up in light purple
shapes is sure to be very fantastic. In addition, use plum or taupe to achieve stunning eye shadow.
Purplish shades of lipstick will enhance your beauty. Get an up-do hairstyle and I believe you will be
the center of attention of the night.

There are many styles of purple cocktail dresses for your choice actually this season. The color is
preferred by many girls due to its elegance and beauty, so it is better to opt for the most suitable
style for you and spontaneously, you should choose the proper accessories, make-up and hairstyle
to get perfect look. In a word, everything should be perfect.
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FionaLee - About Author:
Find best a purple cocktail dress and gowns for your 2012 nights from a cocktail dress online shop.
No matter, short dress, 2012 gowns or a plus size cocktail dress, you can buy your best one.
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